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1. Introduction
Let M be a closed, orientable 3-manifold. We say that (V, V'\F) is a
Heegaard splitting of M if V, V are 3-dimensional handlebodies in M such that
M = F U F \ VnV'=dV=dV'=F. Then F is called a Heegaard surface of
M, and the genus of F is called the genus of the Heegaard splitting. We say
that two Heegaard splittings (V,V; F) and (W, W'\ G) of M are homeomorphic
if there is a self-homeomorphism / of M such that f(F)—G. Then we denote
the number of the homeomorphism classes of the Heegaard splittings of genus
g of M by hM(g) (possibly hM(g)= oo). We note that K. Johannson showed that
if M is a Haken manifold, then hM(g) is finite for every g [8], [9]. In [12], F.
Waldhausen asked whether hM{2g)=\ provided M admits a Heegaard splitting of
genus g. Casson-Gordon showed that the answer to this question is "No".
In fact they showed that there exist infinitely many 3-manifolds M such that
hM(2ή)>2 for all n>3 [5]. In this paper, we improve this result as follows.
Theorem. For each integer n(>l), there exist infinitely many Haken mani-
folds M such that for each integer g greater than or equal to n there exists ί ^ ~ * j
mutually non-homeomorphic, strongly irreducible Heegaard splittings of M of genus
4n+2+2g. In particular hM(4n+2+2g)>(ξ~2 {) for g>n.
Since \~._Λ ) is a polynomial oig of degree w—1, we immediately have:
Corollary. For each positive integer m, there exist infinitely many Haken
manifolds M such that
g
Throughout this paper, we work in the piecewise linear category. All
submanifolds are in general position unless otherwise specified. For the de-
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finitions of standard terms in 3-dimensional topology, knot and link theory, see
[6], [7], and [2]. Let H be a subcomplex of a complex K. Then N(H; K) de-
notes a regular neighborhood of H in K. Let L be a link in the 3-sρhere S3.
The exterior E(L) of L is the closure of S3—N(L; S3). For a topological space
5, #Z? denotes the number of the components of B. Let N be a manifold em-
bedded in a manifold M with dimiV=dim M. Then FrM N denotes the fron-
tier of N in M. An arc a properly embedded in a surface S is inessential if it
is rel 9 isotopic to an arc in dS. If a is not inessential, then it is essential. Let
S be a connected 2-sided surface properly embedded in a 3-manifold M. We
say that S is essential if /#: ^r1(iS)->zr1(M) is injective and S is not 9-parallel.
I would like to express my thanks to Dr. Makoto Sakuma for his careful
reading of the manuscript of this work.
2. Essential disks in the exterior of trivial tangles
In this section, we study essential disks in the exterior of a trivial tangle.
The results will be used in Sect. 3, and 5. A tangle (B3; tly t2) is a pair of a 3-ball
B3 and mutually disjoint arcs tl912 properly embedded in B3. (B3; tlf t2) is called
trivial if (B3, t
x
 U t2) is homeomorphic to (D2 x /, p1 x / (J p2 X I) as pairs, where D2
is a disk and ply p2 are mutually disjoint points in Int Z)2. Let (B3 su s2) be a
trivial tangle, H=cl(B3-N(s1[Js2; B3)), ernd A~FrB^ N(s{; B3) (i=ly2). Then
H is a genus two handlebody, and Al9 A2 are annuli embedded in dH. Let 3)
be a disk properly embedded in H as in Figure 2.1. Then the closures of the
components of H—3) are solid tori Tl9 T2 such that ^4f.c9Γ,.. Let D be a disk
properly embeded in a solid torus. We say that D is a meridian disk if it cuts
the solid torus into a 3-ball.
Figure 2.1
Lemma 2.1. Let D be a disk properly embedded in T{ (i=ί or 2) such that
DΓiA — 0. Then D is d-parallel in T4.
Proof. Assume that D is not 9-ρarallel, Since T4 is irreducible, we see
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that dD is not contractible in dT{. Since T{ is irreducible, this shows that D
is a meridian disk of the solid torus T{. Hence D represents a non-trivial
element [D] of H2(Tl9 dT4;Z), and, for a generator a of H^T^Z^Z, a and
[D] have non-zero intersection number. On the other hand, it is clear that A{
is a deformation retract of Tt. This implies that the intersection number of a
and [D] is zero, a contradiction. •
Lemma 2.2. Let D be a disk properly embedded in Tt such that D Π A(
consists of an essential arc in A{. Then D is a meridian disk of the solid torus Tv
Proof. Since D Π A{ consists of an essential arc in Aiy we see that dD is
an essential, simple closed curve in dT
r
 Hence D is a meridian disk of T{. •
Lemma 2.3. Let D be an essential disk in H such that D C\{AX\J A^)=φ.
Then D is rel (A
x
 U A2) isotopic to 3).
Proof. We suppose that #(Df)3)) is minimal among all disks which are
rel (A
x
 U A2) isotopic to D. By using standard innermost circle arguments, we
see that no component of D Π 3) is a circle. Then we have:
Claim. #(DΠ.Φ)=0.
Proof. Assume that #(D ΠSD)>0. Let a be a component of D Π3) which
is outermost in Z), and Δ(cfl) an outermost disk such that Fr^ A==a. Let Δ'
be the closure of a component of 3)—a. Then Δ is contained in either T
x
 or
T2f say Tv Let Δ* be a properly embedded disk in Tx obtained from Δ U Δ' by
pushing Δ' to 7\ (hence, Δ* Γi3)=0). By Lemma 2.1, Δ* is 9-ρarallel. Hence
it is easy to see that D is rel (AX\J A2) isotopic to a disk D' such that no compo-
nent of Df Π3) is a circle, and #(Z>' Γί3))<#(D Π3)), a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Claim.
This claim together with Lemma 2.1 shows that D is parallel to 3) in H. •
Lemma 2.4. Let D be a disk properly embedded in H such that D Π (A
x
 (Ί A2)
consists of an essential arc in A
x
 or A2. Then D is properly isotopic in {H, Ax U A2)
to one of the disks in Figure 2.2.
Proof. By using the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we see that
D is rel (A
x
 U A2) isotopic to a disk D' which does not intersect 3) (hence D'd Tx
or D'cz T2). Then by Lemma 2.2, we easily see that Df is properly isotopic in
(H, A
x
 U A2) to one of the disks in Figure 2.2. •
Lemma 2.5. Let D be an essential disk properly embedded in H such that
D Π {A
x
 U A2) consists of an inessential arc a in Ax or A2y say Ax. Then D is
properly isotopic in (H, A
x
 U A2) to one of the disks in Figure 2.3.
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(i)
Figure 2.2
(ϋ)
Figute 2.3
Proof. Since a is an inessential arc, there is a disk Δ in A
x
 such that
Fr i l l A=a. Let D' be a properly embedded disk in H obtained from D(J Δ by
pushing Δ into if (hence, Ώ' Π(A1\jA2)=0). Then, by Lemma 2.3, D' is
rel {AX\JA2) isotopic to 3). This shows that D is properly isotopic in (Tίy A2) to
a disk obtained from iZ) by pushing it along an arc γ properly embedded in
It is easy to see that the arcs in cl (97\—(^iU^)) with this property (*)
have exactly two proper isotopy classes in c\{QT
ι
—{A
ι
\j3))) (Figure 2.4), and
we have the conclusion of Lemma 2.5. •
Figure 2.4
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In the following lemmas of this section, let P=cl (dH—(A1\jA2)).
L e m m a 2.6. Let D be a disk properly embedded in H such that D Π (A
x
 U A2)
consists of two essential arcs a', a" in A
x
 U A2, and each component of dD Π P is an
essential arc in P. Then tltere is a proper komeomorphism h: (H,A
x
\jA2)->
(H, A
x
 U A2) such that h(D) is either one of the disks in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that a'cA
v
 We
suppose that §(Df\ίD) is minimal among all disks properly isotopic to D in
(H, A
x
\jA2). By using standard innermost circle arguments, we see that no
component of D C[3) is a circle. Then we have:
Claim. DΠWΦ0
Proof. Assume that D[)1D=0 (hence Z)cTΊ). Since each component of
dD Π P is an essential arc in Py we easily see that each component of dD Π P joins
different components of dA
x
. Hence for a generator a of HX(TX; Z) (s^H^A^ Z)),
the intersection number of a with [D] (&H2(Tly QTX\ Z)) is ± 2 , a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Claim.
Let α ( C 0 ) be an outermost component of D Γ\<Dy and Δ(CiS) an otermost
disk such that Fr^ A=a. By the minimality of #(D Γ[3)) and the outermost arc
argument used in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we see that a joins different com-
ponents of dDf\P. Hence, by 3-comρressing D along Δ, we have two disks
D\ D" properly embedded in H such that D' Π {A
x
 U A2)=a', and D" ΓΊ (Ax U A2)
=a". Then, by using the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we see that
D' U U' (Cjtf) is homeomorphic to either Figure 2.6 (i) (case afidA2)y or Figure
2.6 (ii) (case a^czA^. Hence we see that D is properly isotopic in (H> AXΓ\A2)
to a disk obtained from either one of D'\jD" of Figure 2.6 by joining them
along an arc 7 such that ydP, 7 Π D' is a component of 87, and γΠD" is the
other component of 87. Since each component of 3D ΓlP is an essential arc in
P, we easily see that there is a proper homeomorphism / of (H, A
x
 U A2) such
that /(7)=δ, where δ is either one of the arcs in Figure 2.6, and this completes
the proof of Lemma 2.6. •
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(i)
Figure 2.6
L e m m a 2.7. Let D be a disk properly embedded in H such that D Π (A1U A2)
consists of two arcs a'', a" such that a' is essential', and a" is inessential in A1\jA2,
and each component of 3D Π P is an essential arc in P. Then there is a proper
homeomorphism h: {H3 AX\J A2)->(H, AX\J A2) such that h(D) is either one of the
disks in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that a'dA
x
. Since a"
is an inessential arc, there is a disk Δ" in A
λ
\]A2 such that Fr i 4 l U i 4 2 Δ / / =α / / .
Since a' is essential, we have a1 ΓΊΔ"=0. Let Z>* be a properly embedded disk
in H obtained from £>UΔ" by pushing Δ " into if (hence, Z)* n(-4
x
U 4 ) ==*')•
By Lemma 2.4, we see that Z)* is properly isotopic in (H> AX\}A2) to the disk in
Figure 2.2 (i). Moreover D is properly isotopic in (H, Aχ\jA2) to a disk obtain-
ed from D* in Figure 2.2 (i) by pushing it along an arc γ in P such that y Π D*
is a component of 9γ, and γ Π dP is the other component of 9γ. Since each
component of 3D Π P is an essential arc in P, we easily see that there is a proper
homeormophism / of (i/, ^  U A2) such that/(γ)=δ, where δ is either one of the
arcs in Figure 2.8, and this completes the proof of Lemma 2.7. •
L e m m a 2.8. Let D be an essential disk properly embedded in H such that
DΓi(Aι\jA2) consists of two inessential arcs a', a" in Ax\jA2ί and each component
of ΘDΓiP is an essential arc in P . Then there is a proper homeomorphism h:
(H, A
ι
[jA2)-^{H} AX\JA2) such that h(D) is either one of the disks in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.8
Figure 2.9
Proof. Since a' is an inessential arc in A
x
 U A2y there is a disk Δ' in Aι U A2
such that F r i l j U i l 2 Δ ' = α
/
. By exchanging a' and a" if necessary, we may sup-
pose that α"ΓlΔ'=0. Moreover, without loss of generality, we may suppose
that a"dA2. Let D' be a properly embedded disk obtained from ΰ U Δ ' by
pushing Δ' into H (hence Ώ' Π (A1\jA2)=ar). Since a proper homeomorphism
of (if, A^A^ can exchange the components of dA2y we may suppose that D' is
properly isotopic to the disk D* of Figure 2.10 by Lemma 2.5. Hence D is
properly isotopic in (H, A
x
 U A2) to a disk obtained from the disk D* of Figure
2.10 by pushing it along an arc γ in P such that γ Πfl* is a component of 9γ,
and 7 Π 3P is the other component of 8γ. Since each component of dD Π P is
an essential arc in P, we easily see that there is a proper homeomorphism / of
(H, A^A**) such that/(γ)=δ, where δ is either one of the arcs in Figure 2.10,
and this completes the proof of Lemma 2.8. •
Figure 2.10
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As a consequence of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, we have:
Proposition 2.9. Let D be an essential disk properly embedded in H suck
that 3D Π P consists of an arc β of P. Then there is a proper homromorphism h
of (H, P) such that h(β) is either one of the arcs in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11
As a consequence of Lemmas 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8, we have:
Proposition 2.10. Let D be an essential disk properly embedded in H such
that dD Π P consists of two essential arcs in P. Then, for a component β of 3D Π Py
there is a proper homeomorphism h of {H, P) such that h (β) is either one of the arcs
in Figure 2.12.
(ϋ)
Figure 2.12
(iii)
3. A construction of irreducible Heegaard splittings
In this section, we give a construction of Heegaard splittings of a certain
kind of 3-manifolds, and give a proposition concerning the irreducibility of the
Heegaard splittings. The construction will be used in the proof of the main re-
sult of this paper.
Let (if, A1\JA2)9 P be as in section 2, and (H\ AίUAξ), P' spaces home-
omorphic to (H, A
x
 U A2)> P respectively. Let g: P->P' be an orientation revers-
ing homeomorphism with g(dAi)=dA'i(i=l, 2). Recall that a two bridge link
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is a link in *S3 which is expressed as a union of two trivial tangles (cf. [2]). Hence
the manifold H\J
 gH' is homeomorphic to the exterior E(L) of a two bridge link
i^r/jU^ such that each component of dAi(=dA^) corresponds to a meridian
loop of /,-. Let N be an orientable, irreducible, 3-irreducible (possibly discon-
nected) 3-manifold such that dN consists of two tori T
u
 T2, and each component
of iVhas non-empty boundary (hence, N consists of at most two components).
Suppose that there exists a 3-dimensional submanifold K of N such that:
(1) each component of K is a handlebody, and Fr^ K is incompressible in
N,
(2) T{ Π K (i= 1, 2) consists of an annulus Jli such that:
(i) Jli is incompressible in N> and
(ii) JL{ is 3-incompressible in K i.e., there does not exist a properly
embedded disk Δ in K such that Δ Π Jli is an essential arc in <JLiy and
(3) each component of cl(N—K) {=Kr) is a handlebody, and K'"flΓ,
consists of an annulus Jl'i such that:
(i) <A\ is incompressible in N, and
(ii) Jl'i is 3-incompressible in K\
Let M be a 3-manifold obtained from E(L) and iV by identifying their
boundaries by an orientation reversing homeomorphism such that At {A\ resp.)
corresponds to <^ ?, {Jl\ resp.). Let V (V resp.) be the union of H and K (H'
and K' resp.) in M. Then it is easy to see that V and V are handlebodies.
(In particular, if K is connected, then genus (3F)=genus(3i£)+l.) Hence
(F, V' F) is a Heegaard splitting of M, where F=dV=dV (<^.M). For sim-
plicity, we denote the image of H, Aiy H', A\ in V, V also by H, Aiy H\ A\.
We say that a Heegaard splitting (Wy W'\ G) is strongly irreducible if there
does not exist a pair of essential disks Dy D' in WyW respectively such that
dD Π dD'=0. We note that if a Heegaard splitting is strongly irreducible, then
it is irreducible [3]. Then for the above Heegaard splitting (F", V' F), we have:
Proposition 3.1. If L is neither a trivial link nor a Hopf link, then (V,V; F)
is strongly irreducible.
Proof. Asume that (F, V' F) is not strongly irreducible, i.e. there are es-
sential disks Dy Dr in F, V respectively such that dDf)dD'—0. We suppose
that #{DU {A
x
U A2)}, #{Z)' Π (A{ U A'2)} are minimal among the ambient isotopy
classes of Z), D'. Then, by using standard innermost circle argument (see [6, 6.5]
for example), we see that no component of D Π {A
x
 U A2), Dr Π (Aί U A'2) is a cir-
cle. Then we have the following cases.
Case 1. DΠ (Al\jA2)=0 or D' Π (A{ U A'2)=φ.
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that D Π(^4iU A2)=0. Since
Fr^ K is incompressible in JV, we see that DdH. By Lemma 2.3, we see that
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D is rel (A
ι
{jA2) ambient isotopic to the disk corresponding to 3) in Figure 2.1.
Then we have the following two subcases.
Case 1-1. D'n(Aί\jAi)=0.
In this case, by using the same argument as above, we see that D'CLH', and
D' is rel (AΊl)A2) isotopic to the disk corresponding to 3) in Figure 2.1. Since
3Z>Π3D'=0, we see that 3D and 3D' are parallel in HΓi 8V, and this immedi-
ately shows that L is a trivial link, a contradiction.
Case 1-2.
In this case, let a' (cZ)') be an outermost component of D' Π {A{ U A'2) and
A'(czD') an outermost disk such that Fr 1 ) /Δ / =α / . Let β'=A'ΓidV (=cl
(3Δ'—α')). Since Fr^ Kf is incompressible in N and «^ ?ί is 3-incompressible in
K', we see that Δ ' c ί Γ . By the minimality of # {D' Π (-4ί U A'2)}, we see that
Δ' is an essential disk in H'. Hence, by Proposition 2.9, we see that β' is an
essential arc in H Π dV which joints two components of dAi (i=ί or 2), or joins
two points in a component of dAi (/=1 or 2). Hence /3' looks as in Figure 3.1
on 3ϋΓ. We easily see that this together with Proposition 2.9 shows that L is a
trivial link, a contradiction.
Figure 3.1
(6) (10)
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Case2.
In this csae, take outermost disks Δ, Δ' in Z), D' respectively as in Case
1-2. Let β'=A' ΓidV. Then, by using the argument in Case 1-2, we have
ten possible configulations of Δ and β' (up to proper homeomorphisms of
(H, A^Az)) which are described in Figure 3.2. It is easy to see that in case
(3), L is a Hopf link, and in other cases L is a trivial link, a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. •
4. Link with arbitrarily high genus free incompressible Seifert
surfaces
Let L be an oriented link in the 3-sphere Sz. A Seifert surface S for L
is an oriented surface in S3 such that S has no closed components, and dS=L.
Then we may suppose that S Γ\E(L)=cl(S—N(dS; S)), and we often abbre-
viate it as S. We say that S is incompressible if S is incompressible in E(L). We
say that S is free if πι(S3—S) is a free grop. We note that if S is connected,
then S is free if and only if cl (E(L)—N(S; E(L))) is a handlebody (see [6] Chap-
ter 5). We say that two Seifert surfaces Sly S2 for L are weakly equivalent if there
is a self homeomorphism / of E(L) such that f(S1)=S2.
For each integer w(>l), let Ln be a link as in Figure 4.1 i.e., IT is a Pretzel
link of type P(9, - 9 , 7, 5, - 5 , - 7 , 5, 5, - 5 , - 5 , ..., 5, 5, - 5 , - 5 ) .
n — 1 tangles
Figure 4.1
Then the purpose of this section is to prove:
Proposition 4.1. For each integer g greater than or equal to n, Ln has ( ^ ~ . , )
free, incompressible Seifert surfaces of genus Itt+g (that is, of Euler characteristic
—4n—2g) which are mutually non weakly equivalent.
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is carried out by using the theory of incom-
pressible branched surfaces of U. Oertel. For the terminology concerning
branched surfaces, see [4], and [10]. For the proof of Proposition 4.1, we prepare
one lemma.
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L e m m a 4.2. Let H be an orientable handlebody of genus g(>\), X a union
of mutually disjoint simple closed curves in dH. Suppose that there is a system of
mutually disjoint disks {D
u
 •••, D3g^ properly embedded in H such that
(1) there does not exist a disk B in dH such that dB=a{Jb where a is a
subarc of X3 and b is a subarc of U dDo and
(2) cl{QH—N{ U 3Z>t.; dH)) consists of 2g—2 pants (that is, a disk with two
holes) Pi,"*, P2g-z such that for each pair of boundary components of each
pants Pit there is a component of XΠPi which joins the boundary
components.
Then cl (dH—N(X; dH)) is incompressible in H. Moreover, if D is an es-
sential disk in H, then QD Π X consists of more than one point.
Proof. Assume that cl (dH—N(X; dH)) has a compressing disk E. We
suppose that #{i?n(U <D, )} is minimal among all compressing disks. By using
standard innermost circle argument, we see that no component of E Π (U Df) is a
circle. If £ f | ( U A ) = 0) t h e n dE i s parallel to some 3Z>,. in dH. Hence we
have dE Γl-£4=0, a contradiction. Then let a(aE) be an outermost component
of E Π (U A)> a n d Δ ( C J 5 ) an outermost disk in E such that ¥rE A=a. Let P{
be the pants which intersects 3Δ. Then, by the minimality of # {dE Π (U D{)},
we see that /3=3Δ ΠP f is an essential arc in P{. Since a is outermost, we see
that 3/3 is contained in a component / of 3P f. Let /', I" be other components
of 3P f. Then there is a subarc 7(cP t .) of X such that γ joins /' and I". Hence
)3 07=1=0, a contradiction, and this shows that cl(dH—N(X;dH)) is incom-
pressible.
Let D be an essential disk in H. We suppose that # {D Π (U D{)} is minimal
among the proper isotopy class of D in (if, X). Then, by using standard in-
nermost circle argument, we see that no component of D Γ\ (U D{) is a circle. If
ίf {D Π (U £>,.)} = 0 , then D is parallel to some Df. in H. Hence we have
# { 3 D Π i } > 2 , by (2). If #{flΠ(U£>,.)}>0, thenD contains (at least) two out-
ermost disks Δi, Δ2. Let βi=Ai Π 3iϊ (/=1, 2). Then by the argument in the
proof of the incompressibility of cl(dH—N(X; dH)), we see that β. Π X4= 0.
Hence#{3DΓΊ-£}>2. •
For the proof of Proposition 4.1, we first consrtuct a branched surface
which carries Seifert surfaces for ZΛ
Let S be a Seifert surface for Ln as in Figure 4.2 (i), Qly •••, Qn mutually
disjoint planar surfaces properly embedded in E(Ln) as in Figure 4.2 (ii). Note
that S Π Qi consists of two arcs properly embedded in S. We deform S U (U Qi)
in a neighborhood of S Π ( U Q{) as in Figure 4.3 to get a branched surface Bn.
Let N(B
n
), dhN(Bn), and dpN(Bn) be a fibered regular neighborhood of
B
ny a horizontal boundary, and a vertical boundary respectively. Then we
show:
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(i)
Figure 4.2
•® Z
\Ί
Figure 4.3
Claim 4.3. B
n
 is an incompressible branched surface, i.e. B
n
 satisfies the
following three conditions.
(1) B
n
 has neither a disk of contact nor a half disk of contact,
(2) dhN(Bn) is incompressible and d-incompressible in cl(E(Ln)—N(Bn))
(here a d-compressing disk for 3
Λ
 N(B
n
) is assumed to have boundary in
dE(Ln){JdhN(Bn)),and
(3) there is no monogon in cl (E(Ln)—N(B
n
)).
Proof. Let M
o
, M
ι
, ,M
β
 be the components of cl (E(L")—N(B
β
)), where
•••, M
n
 correspond to the insides of Q
u
 •••, Q
n
. Then it is immediately ob-
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served from Figures 4.2 and 4.3 that M
o
 and M{ (i=l, •••, n) look as in Figure
4.4. Note that 9, N(B
n
) U (cl {E(Ln)-N(Btt)) Π dE(Ln)) is a union of annuli in
d{MQ\jMι\J "'Mn). Then the simple closed curves in Figure 4.4 denote the
core curves of the annuli, where the thick parts of the simple closed curves cor-
respond to d
ϋ
N(B
n
). We denote the union of the simple closed curves on each
8M{ by δ, .
M
o
 : outside of this surface
Figure 4.4
Then we have:
Subclaim. cl(dMi—N(Si; dM{)) is incompressible in M# . Moreover, if D
is an essential disk in M
o
 then 3D |Ί δ, consists of more than one point.
Proof. Consider a system of disks properly embedded in M{ as in Figure
4.5. (Note that the curves in Figure 4.5 which give the outlines of 9M0 are also
boundaries of disks.) It is immediately observed from Figure 4.4 that these
disks satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 for (Mi9 δf ). Hence we have the
concluson, and this completes the proof of Subclaim.
Now we check that B
n
 satisfies the above three conditions.
(1) We note that the branch locus of B
n
 has no self intersection. Hence
if B
n
 has a disk of contact or a half disk of contact, then the closure of a com-
ponent of B
n
—(branch locus) is a disk Δ such that 9Δ Π (branch locus) is 9Δ itself
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boundary curves of disks properly embedded in M
o
0)
(ϋ)
Figure 4.5
or an arc in 9Δ. But it is easy to see from Figure 4.2 that this does not occur.
Hence B
n
 has neither a disk of contact nor a half disk of contact.
(2) By Subclaim, we see that dkN(Bn) is incompressible in d(E(Ln)—
N(B
n
)). Assume that dk N(Bn) has a 9-comρressing disk Δ. Let Mi be the
component of cl (E(L")—N(B
n
)) which contains Δ. Since δf. is a core curve of
M{ Π (dυ N(Bn) U dE(Ln))y we may suppose that Δ Π δ$. consists of a point, which
is impossible by Subclaim. Hence dhN(Bn) is 9-incompressible in cl (E(Ln)—
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(3) Assume that cl (E(Ln)—N(B
n
)) has a monogon. Then, by the argu-
ment in the above (2), we have a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Claim 4.3.
Let (wQy W\> "•> wn> wn+i> "*> W2n) be a set of weights on B n , where zoo cor-
responds to the subsurface of S which lies outside of Qxl) ••• U Q
n
, wi ( i = l , •••,»)
corresponds to the subsurface of S which lies inside of Qi9 and wn+i corresponds
to Oif Let (mi, •••, mn) be an w-tuple of positive integers, and S(mlf •••, mn) the
surface in E(L") which is carried by B
n
 with weights (1, 1, •••, l9tnly •••, ntn).
Then we have:
Claim 4.4. S ^ , •••, m
n
) is a free incompressible Seifert surface for L
n
.
Proof. By Claim 4.3 and [4], we see that S(mly * ,mn) is incompressible.
It is easy to see that S(mlf •••, mn) can be expressed as in Figure 4.6, and this
immediately shows that S(m
u
 •••, m
n
) is free.
Claim 4.5. S(tnly •• ,tnn) and S(mί, ••' tn'n) are weakly equivalent if and
only if m^m\ for each i.
Proof. We first show:
Subclaim 1. Each component of cl(E(Ln)—N(B
n
)) does not have a product
structure, i.e., (Mi,N(Si; 9M,.)) is not homeomorphic to (FxI,dFxI) for any
surface F.
Proof. By Figure 4.4, we see that cl(dMi—N(Si; 9M,)) consists of two
components which have mutually different Euler characteristics. Hence
; dM{)) does not have a product structure.
Then we show:
Subclaim 2. Let h be a homeomorphίsm from E{L") to itself. Then h
extends to a homeomorphίsm from S3 to itself, i.e., h induces an element h of
Homeo(Sz,Ln).
Proof. Let ll912 be the components of L
n
. Then it is easy to see that each
/,. is a trivial knot. Hence if m (ddE(Ln)) is a meridian of Ln then
(*) we get a solid torus from E(Ln) by attaching a solid torus with fram-
ing m.
Since the linking number of l
λ
 and l2 is zero, we see that by [11] 5.1 The-
orem, for each component of dE(Ln) the simple loops with this property (*) are
unique up to orientations and isotopies. Hence h(m) is also a meridian of Ln,
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and this shows that h extends to a homeomorphism from S3 to itself.
Subclaim 1 with [10] Theorem 1 shows that S(m
ίy -- ,mn) and S(mΊ, ~-ym'n)
are mutually isotopic if and only if m~m\ for each i. Then, by [1], we see that
Homeo(S3, Ln)^Z2 where the non-trivial element is represented by the involu-
tion φ of Figure 4.6. Then, by Subclaim 2, we see that Homeo (E(L*))^Z2,
where the non-trivial element is represented by the restriction of φ to E(Ln)y and
we denote the element also by φ. It is clear that φ(S(mly •••, mn)) is isotopic to
S(mlf ~-,mn). Hence we see that S(mly •••, mn) is weakly equivalent to
S(mΊ> •••, mi) if and only if m~in\ for each L
This completes the proof of Claim 4.5. •
Figure 4.6
Proof of Proposition 4.1. It is easy to see that the genus of S(mly •••, tnn) is
2n-\-(m1-\ \-mtt). Let Sg be the set of w-tuple of positive integers (mly •••, mn)
such that m
x
-\ \-tn
n
=g. Then it is elementary to show that Sg consists of
\~\) e l e m e n t s Hence by Claims 4.4, and 4.5 we see that L" has ί^__i)
mutually non-weakly equivalent, free, incompressible Seifert surfaces of genus
2n+g.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. •
5. Proof of Theorem
In this section, we prove Theorem stated in section 1. Let L n =/ϊU II be
the link in section 4, and L=hU 4 a two bridge link. Let/: QE(L)->dE(Ln) be
an orientation reversing homeomorphism such that / maps a meridian of /f to a
longitude of I" (note that since the linking number of l\ and l\ is zero, a longi-
tude of 11 is well defined), and M=E(L) U / E(Ln). For the proof of Theorem,
we prove some lemmas and a proposition.
Let H, Aly A2y 3)y and P be as in section 2 (see Figure 2.1).
Lemma 5.1. Let A be an incompressible annulus properly embedded in
(H, P) such that A is not parallel to an annulus in P. Then A is parallel to either
A
λ
 or A2.
Proof. If Af)<D=ψy then A is contained in a component of cl(iϊ—
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)\ H))y which is a solid torus. Hence it is easy to see that A is parallel to
either A1 or A2. Suppose that A Π.SΦ0. By using the arguments in the proof
of Lemma 2.3, we may suppose that no component of AΓ\3) is an inessential
circle or an inessential arc in A. Since A is incompressible, we see that no
component of Af)3) is an essential circle in A. Hence we may suppose that
each component of A Γ\3) is an essential arc in A. Let a (a 3)) be an outermost
component of AΓ\3), and Δ(c2)) an outermost disk such that Fr$ A=a.
Then by 3-comρressing A along Δ, we get a disk properly embedded in (H, P).
Since A is not parallel to an annulus in P, dD is essential in P. Hence BD is
essential in ΘH. Then, by Lemma 2.3, we see that D is properly isotopic to 3)
in (H, P). Hence A is properly isotopic in (if, P) to an annulus obtained from
3) by adding a band, and this immediately shows that A is parallel to either A
x
or A2. •
By using similar arguments, we can prove the following two lemmas, and
the proofs are left to the reader.
Lemma 5.2. Let A be an incompressible annulus properly embedded in H
such that one component of dA is contained in A
x
 U A2, and the other component is
contained in P. Then A is parallel to an annulus in ΘH.
Lemma 5.3. Let A be an incompressible annulus properly embedded in
(HJAιllA2). Then A is parallel to an annulus in AX\]A2 (hence dAdA1 or
dAczA2).
See Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1
Let S be a free, incompressible Seifert surface for ZΛ Since the linking
number of /ϊ and l\ is zero, we see that S[\dN(ΐ\\ S3) is a longitude of /?.
Hence, by regarding E(L*) as iV, N(S; E(Ln)) as K in section 3 (by section 4, it
is easy to see that these N, K satisfy the conditions (1), (2). and (3) of section 3),
we get a Heegaard splitting (Vly V2\ F) of M. Let S' be another free, incom-
pressible Seifert surface for Ln, and (V{, V'2\ Fr) a Heegaard splitting of M ob-
tained from *S" as above. Then we show:
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that L is not a (2, 2ή) torus link. If the Heega-
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ard splittings (Vly V2; F) and (V{, V2; F') are homeomorphic, i.e. there is a homeo-
morphism h: M-+M such that k(F)=F\ then S and S' are weakly equivalent.
Proof. Let T\ T2 be the incompressible tori in M corresponding to
dN(h; S3), ΘN(l2; Sz). By [1], V is a hyperbolic link. Hence Tι\J T2 gives a
torus decomposition of M. Let A)=Tl Γ) VJf Ai/=Ti Π V's (i,j=l, 2), H{ (H'j
resp.) the closure of the component of Vj—(A)\}A2j)(V/j—(A)/\jAY) resp.)
which is contained in E(L), and Kj (Kj resp.) the closure of Vj—H. (Vj—Hj
resp.). Then h(V
x
)= F< (j= 1 or 2).
Claim. h(dA\\JdAl) is isotopic in F' to a l-manifold disjoint from dA}'\J
BAY.
Proof. Assume that Claim does not hold. Without loss of generality, we
may suppose that h(dA{) is not isotopic in F' to a l-manifold disjoint from
dAYUdA2/. We suppose that §{h{QA\) U (dAYudAY)} is minimal in its iso-
topy class in F''. Then let A[ (A'2 resp.) be the element of {h(A\)> h(Al)} which
is contained in V{ (V2 resp.). By using standard innermost circle argument, we
may suppose that no component of A{ Π (AY U AY) (A'2 Π (AY U A\') resp.) is an
inessential simple closed curve in A{ (A'2 resp.). Then we have the following
three cases.
Case 1. There exist components al9 a2 of Aί Π (AY U A\'), A'2 Π (AY U A2/)
respectively such that aX) a2 are inessential arcs in A{, A2.
In this case, by using the same arguments in the proof of Proposition 3.1
Case 2, we see that L is either a trivial link (: (2, 0) torus link) or a Hopf link
(: (2, 2) torus link), a contradiction.
Case 2. There exists a component a of Aί Γi (A\'\J A2') such that a is an
inessential arc in A{ and each component of A2 Γi (AY \J A2') is an essential arc
in A'2.
For the proof of this case, we prepare one claim.
Subclaim. There exists a component E1 of A2 Π H2 such that E' is an essen-
tial disk in H2.
Proof. Let E be a component of A'2 Π H2 (hence E Π (AY U A%) consists of
two arcs). If a component of E Π (AY U A I') is an essential arc in AY U A2\ then,
by Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, we see that E is an essential disk in H2. Hence we sup-
pose that each component of E Π (AY U A22) is an inessential arc in AY (J A22 for
each component E of A2Γ\H2. Assume that every component of A2 Γ\H2 is an
inessential disk in H2. Let Z?* be a component of A2 Γ\K2, a*, af the compo-
nents of £ * Π (AY U A\'\ and Δf, Δf the disks in AY U A\' such that F r 4 , n ^ Δf
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=af ( ί = l , 2). By the minimality of dA/2Π(dAY[jdA2/) and the incompres-
sibility of FτN K, we see that Δf Π Δ f = 0 . Let D* be a disk properly embedd-
ed in K2 obtained from E* (J (Δf U At) by pushing its interior to the interior of
K2. Then, by the incompressibility of Fr#K, we see that β * is 3-ρarallel.
Hence £ * is 3-parallel in K2. Hence every component of A2Γ\K2 is 9-parallel
in K2 and this shows that A'2 is 9-parallel in V2y a contradiction.
By Subclaim, Propositions 2.9, 2.10, and the argument of the proof of Pro-
position 3.1, we have nine possible configulations of a component Δ of A{ Γ[H[
and a component β' of £" Π dV2 up to proper homeomorphisms of (Hi, A\'{jA2i').
See Figures 3.2 (l)-(3), (6), (7) and 5.2. In each case of Figure 5.2, we easily
see that L is a (2, 2/ί) torus link, a contradiction.
(11) (12) (13) (14)
Figure 5.2
Case 3. Each component of A[ Π (A\' U -4?') (^2 Π (AY U -410 resp.) is an
essential arc in A{ (A'2 resp.).
Suppose that some component of A{ Π (A\'\J A\') or A2 f) (AY [J A2') is an
inessential arc in A[ or A2. Then by regarding hr1 as A, we see that L is a (2, 2n)
torus link by Case 1 or 2. Hence we may suppose that the components of
Aί Π (AY U ^i')> ^2 Π (AY U ^ f ) are essential arcs in A'
u
 A'2. Then, by Lemma
2.6, we see that each component of A[ C\H{ (A2Γ\H2 resp.) is either one of the
disks in Figure 2.5. Let E
x
 be a component of Aίf)HΊ, E2 a component of
A2 Π H2 such that E1Π E23= 0, and α a component of £ x Π E2. Then by Proposi-
tion 2.10 a looks as in Figure 2.12 (i) or (iii) on both Hi and H2, and this im-
mediately shows that L is a (2, 2ή) torus link, a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Claim.
By Claim, we can deform h by a proper isotopy in the mapping class (M, F)
->(M,F') to h
x
 such that h^dAlUdAl) Γi(dA)'{J dA)')=0. Then, by using
standard innermost circle argument, we see that h
τ
 is rel V2 isotopic to h2 such
that no component of h2(A\ U A\) Π (A)' U A2/) is an inessential simple closed
curve (hence each component of h?(A\ U A\) Π (A)' U A)f) is (if exists) an essential
simple closed curve). Then, by Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, we see that h2 is pro-
perly isotopic in the mapping class (M, F)->(M, F') to h3 such that hz(A\ U A\)CL
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Kj. Since hz(Hx Π 8VJ is homeomorphic to H'j Π dV' > this shows that hz{dA\ (J
dA\) is parallel to 8A1/ U dA2/ in ί". Then, by applying the same arguments as
above, we see that h3 is rel Vλ isotopic to k4 such that hA{A\ U Al) Π {A\r U A2k')=0
(where * Φ » , hence hA(Tι U Γ2) Π (Γ1 U Γ 2 )=0. Then, by the uniqueness of the
torus decomposition [7, IX. 12], we see that hA(A\ U A\) and A1/ U -4/' (A4(^2 U Al)
and (-4J7 U ^I') 1^?-) a r e parallel in Fy (F^ resp.). Hence hA is properly isotopic
in the mapping class (M, F)-+(M, F') to h5 such that h5 (Tι\J T 2 )=Γ 1 U Γ2.
Hence h5(E(Ln))=E(Ln), and A5(iC1)= ^ y Since S(S' resp.) is parallel to a
component of Fr£(L») i^1(Fr£(L») i^ y resp.), we see that S and S' are weakly equiva-
lent.
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.4. •
Proof of Theorem. Let M be as above. We~3uppose that L is a hyper-
bolic two bridge link (for example, L is a Whitehead link). Suppose that the
genus of S is 2n-\-g. Then it is easy to see that the genus of the Heegaard split-
ting (Vly V2\ F) is 4n+2+2g. Hence, by Propositions 3.1, 4.1, and 5.4, we see
that M has mutually non homeomorphic ί * _ *) strongly irreducible Heegaard
splittings of genus 4 n-\-2-\-2g. Since there are infinitely many hyperbolic two
bridge links, we see, by the uniqueness of torus decomposition, that there are
infinitely many 3-manifolds with this property. If g>n, then these Heegaard
splittings are not of minimal genus. Hence M admits (at least one) reducible
Heegaard splitting of genus 4»+2+2^, and we have hM(4n+2+2g)>l^^* J.
This completes the proof of Theorem. •
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